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Figure 1: Providing gaze via different sensory modalities in an VR space. Left: picture from a VR space where two avatars are
talking to each other. Right: transformation of gaze via a high-contrast visual ray, auditive, and tactile cues

ABSTRACT
Current mainstream social Virtual Reality (VR) spaces pose barriers
to the equal participation of people with visual impairments (PVI)
in social interactions. At present, VR is first and primarily a visual
medium with a strong emphasis on the visual design of the VR
scene and the available avatars. If social communication cues, such
as non-verbal communication, are available at all, they are often
not provided in a form accessible to PVI. Such cues are essential in
social interactions to successfully participate in social interactions
and experience a conversation in VR as realistic. Here, we summa-
rize previous research regarding specific requirements for social
VR spaces to be accessible to PVIs. We describe how people with
disabilities recognize and identify potential conversational part-
ners and how non-verbal communication works between PVI and
sighted people. Our goal was to provide an overview of valuable
features that can be implemented for inclusive conversations in a
social VR space.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Virtual Reality (VR) is used nowadays not only for gaming purposes
but also for social encounters. Social VR spaces like Meta’s Horizon
Worlds1 contribute to meeting and talking in a virtual world and
playing games together. The users create three-dimensional avatars
with which they interact with the virtual world. For immersive
social interactions in VR, the design of embodied avatars is in-
creasingly important [1]. This also includes various forms of social
communication, such as addressing another person and non-verbal
communication. Indeed, these forms of social communication are
mostly not integrated into social VR spaces, even though today’s
technology is there to integrate them. Instead, social VR spaces
focus on improving avatars’ visual representation and the virtual
world. However, people with visual impairments (PVI) do not ben-
efit from visual fidelity enhancement and require the integration of
social communication cues into a conversation in a virtual world
[5, 6]. There are already tools that support PVI in different VR
scenarios. For example, there is a blind cane that can be used to ex-
plore the virtual world and provide three different types of feedback:
physical resistance when the cane hits a virtual object; vibrotactile
feedback when the cane hits different objects or surfaces; and 3D
spatial audio [7]. In addition, a tool can be integrated into VR games

1https://www.oculus.com/horizon-worlds
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and offers various functions such as magnification lens, edge en-
hancement, and text-to-speech output [8]. Nevertheless, these tools
focus on navigation and interaction with objects rather than social
interactions in VR. Moreover, since the behavior of PVI in conver-
sations differs from that of sighted people, special approaches are
required [3]. This paper provides an overview of potential features
for conversations in VR for PVI. We summarized findings from
previous research that have examined how PVIs detect and iden-
tify others and how non-verbal communication is perceived and
provide possibilities for inclusive social VR spaces.

2 DETECTING AND IDENTIFYING OTHERS
AND ACTIVITIES

To find out how PVI recognize and detect others, the authors con-
ducted an online survey with 15 PVI [5]. This revealed that auditory
methods were used most frequently followed by touch, smell, and
vision. In order to detect the presence of others fuzzy sounds were
made approaching and whether voices or breathing could be heard.
Instead of listening, PVI also greeted into a room and waited for a
response to detect the presence of others. Regarding the sense of
touch, PVI used airflow perception and the wind that the clothes
make under certain conditions. PVI used the smell to estimate the
distance to the other person. The residual vision of the PVI was
used to detect silhouettes. The auditory channel is used for various
methods to detect other people.

In order to identify familiar people, the auditory sense is the
dominant perceptual channel. PVI listen especially to the voice
to recognize the person. The other person must speak a complete
sentence because a simple greeting is not enough to recognize the
person. Further, the way of breathing and particular sounds made
by another person (e.g., laughter) are used. A few PVI only uses
Silhouette identification and motion. Additionally, PVI define pre-
cise meeting points and use context (e.g., work) to identify familiar
people. Thus, known persons are recognized predominantly via the
auditory.

Other persons’ activities are identified auditorily, visually, and
via the general atmosphere of the environment. For example, at-
tention is paid to sounds that people or materials emit before an
activity happens. In addition, PVI use the content of the conversa-
tion to infer activities. Activities already in progress are detected
visually by the movement of the human silhouette. The atmosphere
of the environment is used to find out which activities are mainly
taking place here (i.e., tavern).

Taken together, the detection and identification of other people
and their activities are mainly made through the sense of hearing.
This involves paying attention to various auditory strategies, such
as listening for sounds, breathing, or distinctive sounds from a
familiar person. PVI with residual vision use motion and human
silhouettes to detect other people or activities. Other senses, such
as smell or touch, are also used by PVI to gather information about
other people, but these are not reliably available in every situation.

3 NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION
A better understanding of how PVI use and perceive nonverbal
communication in a conversation can help make these signals per-
ceivable in a VR conversation for PVI. In the following section, we

examine the work of [4], who conducted interviews with 20 PVI,
and [6], who interviewed seven visually impaired people and their
four sighted partners about the use and perception of non-verbal
signals during a conversation.

Gaze Both of these works showed that the gaze for PVI is im-
portant in a conversation, although it is usually not perceivable. [6]
said that all PVIs try to look their interlocutor in the eye to signal
a willingness to receive something. In the study of [4], the PVI
mentioned that the missing of the gaze leads to disadvantages in
conversations with sighted persons because the gaze is sometimes
used as a signal for turn-taking. This can accelerate communication
in a conversation. Furthermore, [6] asked if PVI knew of situations
in which people communicated only by gaze, and they all agreed
but would use other cues. [4] reported that the PVI also had an
understanding of gaze for sighted people. However, it is simply
not perceivable. This shows that PVI have an idea of the meaning
of gaze for sighted people and have learned this (i.e., in school).
The sighted partners in the study of [6] mentioned that they and
their partners always try to look each other in the eye. One sighted
partner even stated that they missed eye contact with their partner
(the PVI used to have better vision and eye contact was possible).

Facial Expressions Facial expressions are not perceivable; some-
times it depends on the individual residual vision of the PVI. Under
certain circumstances, such as good lighting, the interlocutor is
close or known, and facial expressions can be recognized. Since
facial expressions are used to detect emotions, PVI have difficulty
detecting the latter directly. [6] mentioned that the PVI inquire
emotions directly or they perceive it through other signals such as
voice, breathing, sighing, and posture.

Gestures Both publications reported that PVI in most cases do
not perceive gestures during a conversation. However, [6] described
that if the gestures are presented very expansively and expressively,
the PVI is in a close range, and there are good lighting conditions, it
can be possible to perceive a particular gesture. Regarding the use
of gestures, [6] said that PVI use pointing gestures only when the
place of an object is known, or they use gesticulations to express
themselves in a conversation. Two of the sighted partners men-
tioned that they use fewer and no gestures during a conversation
with PVI.

Hearing The sense of hearing is used to obtain various infor-
mation about the interlocutor. According to [6] PVI uses the sense
of hearing to recognize behavior and mood and draw conclusions
about the interlocutor. Non-communicative cues such as noises are
perceived as distracting because they block the auditory channel,
but other PVI also use these cues to infer the behavior of the in-
terlocutor (i.e., nervous behavior) [6]. In the interview of [4], the
auditory channel was identified as the channel most used by PVI
during a conversation.

Touch The sense of touch is only used by friends, socially ap-
propriate, and as a positive signal during a conversation [4, 6]. One
PVI even used handshakes and hugs to find out how serious the
communication is meant [6].

In the categories of non-verbal communication presented, it is
clear that all sensory modalities convey various information for
PVI about the interlocutor. On the other hand, not all channels
are perceivable (e.g., gaze) but are still considered important in a
conversation by PVI. The sense of hearing seems to be the most
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crucial channel. Here, information such as voices, sounds, and
noises are processed to infer the interlocutor’s behavior.

4 POSSIBILITIES TOWARDS AN INCLUSIVE
SOCIAL VR SPACE

Due to the possibilities of VR, it is possible tomake various detection
and identifying mechanisms and non-verbal cues perceivable for
PVI.

Detect, Identify others and activities There could be auto-
matic verbal output from other avatars near the PVI in the VR space.
Similar to the work of [2], they divided the space around an avatar
in VR and made different sounds when another avatar approached.
In addition, the incorporation of supposedly small sounds such as
footsteps or the rustling of clothing can help PVI to detect other
persons in a VR space. Further, implementing a friends function
shows on request whether friends are currently in the same VR
room.

Non-verbal communicationGaze can be represented via other
sensory modalities because it is not perceptible, but it is perceived
as important (Figure 1). Facial expressions can be presented au-
ditorily (e.g., happy background music during a smile) or with
automatic magnification for PVI who use their remaining vision.
Gestures can be displayed more expressively so that the movement
can be perceived accompanied by airflow sounds. For hearing, spa-
tial listening can be implemented along with sounds made by the
interlocutor. Since there is currently no technology for mainstream
VR applications that can integrate different types of touches, it
remains with the controllers’ vibration. Nevertheless, these can be
used to display handshakes or hugs in the VR world.

Stated by [4], it is not helpful to implement all features simultane-
ously, as this could lead to stimulus overload for PVI. The functions
could behave contextually. For example, during a simple conver-
sation in VR, the gaze function could be activated automatically.
The gesture function could also be activated when playing smaller
multiplayer games in social VR. When multiple avatars are talking
in VR, spatial hearing could be enabled.

In this work, we summarized results from the field of social com-
munication between PVI and sighted people. In particular, detecting,
identifying others and their activities, and non-verbal communica-
tion. Our goal is to provide an overview of how social VR spaces
can be designed to allow equal participation for PVI.
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